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Resource Information

**URL:** [https://github.com/aquaskyline/SOAPdenovo2](https://github.com/aquaskyline/SOAPdenovo2)

**Description:** GitHub repository for a next generation sequencing reads de novo assembler tool. It works with single-cell sequencing data and metagenomics data.

**Resource Name:** SOAPdenovo2

**Proper Citation:** SOAPdenovo2 (RRID:SCR_014986)

**Resource Type:** Resource, software resource, source code

**Keywords:** next gen, sequencing, rna, dna, de novo, genome assembly

**Resource ID:** SCR_014986

**Availability:** Open source

**Website Status:** Last checked up

**Mentions Count:** 246

Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for SOAPdenovo2.

No alerts have been found for SOAPdenovo2.

Data and Source Information

**Source:** SciCrunch Registry
Usage and Citation Metrics

We found 246 mentions in open access literature.

**Listed below are recent publications.** The full list is available at [FDI Lab - SciCrunch Infrastructure](#).


Li MY, et al. (2020) The genome sequence of celery (L.), an important leaf vegetable crop rich in apigenin in the Apiaceae family. Horticulture research, 7, 9.


